Rules around the school
All pupils are expected to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Speak Welsh
Be punctual to lessons and remove all items of
clothing that are not school uniform
Bring appropriate equipment
Use phones and earphones with teacher’s
permission only
Only drink water in lessons
Create a quiet ethos and be ready to work
Use an appropriate voice and not shout out
Use kind and appropriate language
Not leave their seat without permission

9.
10. Respect others and their rights to an
education

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Walk on the left
No chewing gum
Speak Welsh
Respect others
Be punctual
Put rubbish in the bin
Mobile phones and
earphones with teachers
permission only
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Result of unacceptable behaviour in a
lesson
First time: First warning
Clear explanation of the reason for the warning and
explain the next steps.
(Option for the teacher to ask the student to move to
another class within the department to avoid further
reprimand)
Option to move the student

2nd time: Second warning
Clear explanation of the reason and explain that it
will be a 200 call next.
(Option for the department to make a departmental
move to avoid further reprimand)

3rd time = 200 call

Celebrating Success
Praise noted on Moodle
Stamp for effort in handbook–effort for
work, attitude towards Welsh language and
behaviour
Pupil of the week with form tutor – post
card home
Pupil of the week for every teaching group
– post card home
Celebrating success in assemblies
Regular rewarding

Mobile phone Rules
There is no permission to use phones on site
unless it is agreed with a member of staff.
Please ensure that your phone is kept in your
bag.
If you need to use your phone, please ask
permission in the Progress Area.
Phone Misconduct
Phone seen around school without permission=
Phone kept safely until end of day
Please collect phone from Progress Area at the
end of the day. Register kept.
Use of phone in lesson without permission= 200
call and phone kept until end of day
If you lose the phone three times = we will
invite the parents/guardians in to collect the
phone from the school.

Serious bad behaviour:
200 call from the main office to a member of the
leadership team to collect the student and take
them to the 200 room where we expect the student
to complete a sheet to reflect on their behaviour.
Break time and lunch time detention in the 200
room.
Following 3 movements within a department there
will be break time and lunch time detention arranged
through the head of year and progress area.
Following 3 200 calls
(and after every 200 after that) there will be
detention after school for an hour following
arrangement with the head of year and progress
area.

